
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of content lead.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for content lead

Identify internal business challenges and opportunities for addressable
content
Ownership of ACE business growth logistics current statuses of overall
revenue, U.S. Client pipeline
Provides analysis to aid with development of ingestion tools, the larger
Content Management System and collaborates with product management on
product development and simplification initiatives
Participates in unit, integration and manages user acceptance testing of
content system changes including user acceptance sign-off
Participates in the prioritization and management of change requests for bug
fixes and enhancements to tools
Manage all operational activities of the Partner Content Specialists team
within our company, including recruitment, planning, productivity, setting
internal targets, training, appraisals and coaching of the team
Coordinate projects, priorities and workload amongst the team, in line with
the internal strategy
Take ownership of Content quality in your region, by understanding the local
market and promoting Content to all stakeholders in your region
Create and support an environment oriented to open communication,
creative thinking, cohesive team effort and trust
Be an effective Change Manager, know how to lead a team through periods
of change, displaying motivating and encouraging behaviors
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Having a significant impact on society through one of humanity’s most
dignified arts
2) Back-tagging projects
3) Quality control for ages 0-12.As we try to address a wide range of ages (0-
12), you will help define the universe of tags that should be applied to help
differentiate titles by age and theme
Bachelor’s Degree in Communications or I.T.-related field highly desired
Strong background in web publishing and digital communications
functionality, in-depth knowledge of HTML/CSS and WYSWYG editors
Bachelor’s degree with a focus on computer science, technology,
eCommerce, analytics, design, marketing or similar field required


